Bayesian networks (BNs) also referred to as causal networks or beliefs networks, are a form of statistical modelling which allow us to obtain a graphical network describing the dependencies and conditional independencies from empirical data. They have proven to be a promising tool for discovering relationships, capture the way an expert understands the relationships among all the features and, even, they have been used in data analysis. The origins of BN modelling lie within the data mining and machine learning literature. BNs are a kind of probabilistic graphical model (PGM), which combine graph theory (to help in the representation and resolution of complex problems) and probability theory (as a way of representing uncertainty). A PGM is defined as a graph where nodes represent random variables and arcs represent dependencies between such variables. A PGM is called a BN when the graph connecting its variables is a directed acyclic graph (DAG). The graphical representation of BNs captures the compositional structure of the relations and the general aspects of all probability distributions factorized according to that structure.
BN modelling is widely used in fields like clinical decision support, systems biology, and human immunodeficiency virus (HIV) and influenza research. Analyses of complex disease systems, interactions between multiple diseases, and, also, in diagnostic diseases.

The aim of the present study was to show the usefulness of Bayesian networks (BNs) in epidemiological studies focused on cardiovascular risk factors.

Theoretical Background

Let us consider a probabilistic model \( M \), consisting of a set \( V \) of discrete random variables (features) and a joint probability distribution \( P \). Let \( D \) (it is the graphical structure of the causal network) be a directed acyclic graph (DAG), whose set of vertices has a one to one correspondence with the variables of \( M \). Two random variables \( X \) and \( Y \) in a causal network are d-separated if for all the paths between \( X \) and \( Y \), there is an intermediate variable \( Z \) such that either i) the connection is serial (\( X \rightarrow Z \rightarrow Y \) or \( X \leftarrow Z \rightarrow Y \)) or diverging (\( X \rightarrow Z \rightarrow Y \) and \( Z \) is instantiated or \( X \leftarrow Z \rightarrow Y \)) and neither \( Z \) nor any of \( Z \)'s descendants have received evidence.

\[ P(X_1, \ldots, X_n) = \prod_{i=1}^{n} P(X_i | Pa(X_i)) \]

The independencies from the graph are easily translated into the probabilistic model.

The local Markov condition and the global Markov property are important characteristics of the network topology when the BN is used to make inferences (that is to predict new scenarios when new information is introduced). The local Markov condition establishes that each feature is conditionally independent of the set of all its non-descendants given the set of all its parents. The global Markov property states that any node is conditionally independent of any other node given its Markov blanket (which includes its parents, its children, and the other children’s parents (spouses). Any node in the BN would be d-separated from the nodes belonging to the non-Markov blanket given its Markov blanket.

Learning Bayesian networks

Learning BNs from a dataset has become an increasingly active area of research. Although, sometimes experts can create good BNs from their own experience, it can be a very tedious task for domains with large knowledge bases. Many methods (learning algorithms) from machine learning community have been developed to automate the creation of BNs using cases collected from past experience.

To obtain a BN, it is necessary to determine a structure (defined by a DAG) and the conditional probabilities assigned to each node of the DAG. Therefore, to learn a BN involves two tasks: I) structural learning, that is, the identification of the topology of the BN, and II) parametric learning, that is the estimation of numerical parameters (conditional probabilities) for a network topology.

Bayesian network structure learning

Basically, there are two approaches to structure learning: I) search-and-score structure learning, and constraint-based structure learning. Search and score search algorithms assigns a number (score) to each Bayesian network structure, and we look for the model structure with the highest score. Constraint based search algorithms establish a set of conditional independence analysis on the data. Based on this analysis an undirected graph is generated. Using additional independence test, the network is converted into a BN.

Bayesian network parameter learning

In a BN the conditional probability distributions are called the parameters, obtaining a conditional probability distribution for each node of the network topology.

Materials and Methods

Participants

Participants were active workers belonging to the public productive sector from the Balearic Islands (Spain). Subjects were invited to participate in the study during their annual work health assessment. Any worker attending the work health assessment could be included in the study. 4,300 workers were invited to participate. Among them, 3,993 subjects (men 1,758, women 2,235) agreed to participate. Participants signed informed consent prior to enrolment in the study. After acceptance, a complete family and personal medical history was recorded. The study design was in accordance with the Declaration of Helsinki and received approval from the Balearic Islands Clinical Research Ethical Committee.
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From the dataset, and using GeNiNe 2.0 tool [10], a BN structure was inferred. A Bayesian search algorithm was selected to obtain a DAG, which is a search-and-score algorithm. Figure 1 shows the obtained structure.

Once the structure is obtained the parameters could be calculated. The EM (expectation-maximization) algorithm, which is an iterative method for finding maximum likelihood or maximum a posteriori (MAP) estimates of parameters in statistical models, was used to determine the parameters. A distribution probability was obtained for each node (feature) in the DAG. The resulting BN is shown in Figure 2.

Results and Discussion

BNs are used to make inferences [4], that is, to obtain new likelihoods of features when new information is introduced. To show it, two patterns of reasoning were selected: causal reasoning (from top to bottom), and intercausal reasoning which is close to human reasoning. In this last case the concept of Markov blanket was considered.

BN Inference: Causal reasoning pattern

We use this pattern when we reason from top to bottom. To illustrate this sort of reasoning we have selected four examples comparing the likelihood variations in men and women groups.

In Figure 3 Physical Activity feature is instantiated to the “no practice” value (PA = no practice), Smoking feature is instantiated to the “yes value” (Smoking = yes), and Gender feature is instantiated to the “men value”. Then, it can be observed how the likelihoods of the different features change. Likelihood of Blood Pressure (BP) feature in optimal state decreased from 0.47 to 0.18; and increased states such as HTA severe, mild and moderate, from 0.01, 0.16, and 0.05 to 0.03, 0.28, and 0.11 respectively. BMI feature in Obesity TI and Overweight GII states increased its likelihoods from 0.13 and 0.19 to 0.29 and 0.32 respectively.
Triglycerides (TG) in normal state decreased its likelihood from 0.83 to 0.57. Glucose in normal state decreased its likelihood from 0.87 to 0.79. Cardiovascular lost years feature (CVLY) increased its fourth quartile from 0.22 to 0.74.

To compare the likelihoods variations within the group of women, we selected women state in the Gender feature. The likelihood variations are shown in Figure 4.

Figure 3: BN where the following evidence is introduced: physical activity (PA) = no practice, Smoking = yes, and Gender = men.

Figure 4: BN considering the following evidence is introduced: physical activity PA = no practice, Smoking = yes, and Gender = women.
Likelihood of Blood Pressure (BP) feature in optimal state increased from 0.47 to 0.57; and decreased states such as HTA mild and moderate, from 0.16 and 0.05 to 0.13 and 0.03 respectively; but also normal state decreased from 0.16 to 0.12. BMI feature in Obesity TI and Overweight GII states increased its likelihoods from 0.13 and 0.19 to 0.15 and 0.21 respectively, being higher in men than in women.

Triglycerides (TG) in normal state increased its likelihood from 0.83 to 0.88. Glucose in normal state decreased its likelihood from 0.87 to 0.89. Cardiovascular lost years feature (CVLY) increased its fourth quartile from 0.22 to 0.38; and its third quartile from 0.24 to 0.35. Results indicated that men were at increased cardiovascular disease risk compared to women under conditions of smoking and no practice of physical activity. We also considered another hypothetical situation characterized by a severe hypertension (BP). The likelihood changes are shown in Figure 5.

Cardiovascular lost years feature (CVLY) increased its likelihood in fourth quartile from 0.22 to 0.83. And Cardiovascular risk score (CVRS) preserved its low state in 0.92. Taking into account these results, men were revealed again as the gender with higher cardiovascular disease risk.

**BN Inference: Intercausal reasoning pattern**

We refer to intercausal reasoning, which constitutes a very common pattern in human reasoning, when different causes of the same effect can interact. Using this reasoning pattern, the following two examples were considered: maximizing CVLY in first quartile state and maximizing CVLY in fourth quartile state.

To illustrate this way of reasoning the following features from the Markov blanket of CVLY were considered: CVRS, BP, HDL and Smoking. Figure 7 shows the likelihood variation when Smoking feature is instantiated to non-smoker, Cardiovascular risk score (CVRS) is instantiated to low value, Blood pressure (BP) is instantiated to optimal value and HDL is instantiated to low value.

Under these instantiations the following changes can be observed: Gender in women state increases from 0.56 to 0.90, showing that under this situation the likelihood of being a woman is higher. Age in 35-44 state increased its likelihood from 0.46 to 0.59. The likelihood of practising physical activity increased from 0.48 to 0.83. BMI in normal weight state increased from 0.44 to 0.68.
Triglycerides in normal value increased its likelihood from 0.83 to 0.97. Glucose in normal value increased its likelihood from 0.87 to 0.97. Waist circumference in normal value increased its likelihood from 0.54 to 0.72, and Cardiovascular lost years in first quartile value increased its likelihood from 0.29 to 0.91.
Then, to compare with this last example, Smoking feature was instantiated to the yes value, Cardiovascular risk score (CVRS) was instantiated to moderate value, Blood pressure (BP) was instantiated to severe value and HDL was instantiated to high value. The likelihood variations are shown in Figure 8.

Under these instantiations the likelihoods changes are as follows: Gender in men state increased from 0.44 to 0.96, showing that under this situation the likelihood of being a man is higher. Age in 56-64 state increased its likelihood from 0.15 to 0.72. Physical activity in no practice state increased its likelihood from 0.44 to 0.96. BMI in obesity TI state increased its value from 0.13 to 0.33; and in overweight GII increased its likelihood from 0.19 to 0.30. Triglycerides in normal value decreased its likelihood from 0.83 to 0.44. Glucose in high value increased its likelihood from 0.13 to 0.58. Waist circumference in very high value increased its likelihood from 0.27 to 0.55, and Cardiovascular lost years in fourth quartile value increased its likelihood from 0.22 to 1.00.

Conclusions

Using a BN model the relationships between features can be determined in a graphical and appealing way. The BN structure allows us to differentiate between direct and indirect relationships. Furthermore, the BN was used to make inferences, i.e., to predict new scenarios when hypothetically new information was introduced. Two reasoning patterns were considered: causal and inter-causal reasoning to show the likelihood variations. Because cardiovascular diseases are multi-factorial, application of this Bayesian networks could be of special interest.
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